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The Influence of the Contact Surface

Roughness
on the StaticFriction
Coefficient*
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The friction between two solids depends on contact conditions. The knowledge of the surface
microtopography is ver./-important for study of tribological processes in contact zone. The
coefficient of static friction dependson many factors: the mechanical properties of material, the
surface roughness, the mutual dissolution of materials, the contact time, the lubricant -film
properties, the elasticity of tribosystem, etc. The influence of the contact surface roughness on
staticfriction cofficient was studied in this paper. Today,an engineerhas large possibilitiesfor
identificatiort of form and size of surface roughnesswith modern measuring equipment. The
contplexroughnessparameter describessuccessfullythe surface roughnessand it is suitablefor
the static friction cofficient investigation.For experimentalinvestigationof the static friction
cofficient, the model with surfacescontact betweensampleswas established.The experimental
resultsare presentedin this paper.
Keywords:frictiort, contectsurface,cofficient of staticfriction

1. INTRODUCTION
The friction coefficient value lies in large interval
and dependson many parametersas: the mechanical
properties of material, the value of the contact
pressure,the lubricant film properties,the contact
surface roughness. the mutual dissolution of
materials, the contact time, the elasticity of
tribosystem,the presenceof the extraneousbodiesin
contactzone,etc.
In experimental investigation, carried out at the
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Nis, the
influence of the surface roughnessand hardnessof
pair contactsurfaceon the static coefficientfriction
'ul'as
studied.
The influenceof the contactsurfaceroughnesson the
staticfriction coefficientwas studiedin this paper.

2. THE CONTACT SURFACE ROUGHNBSS
Real surface of metal parts is rough. Topography
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shape of surface must be perceived by the three
dimensionalways [7]. But, in practice,the surface
analysisis very often realizedby surfacecuts i.e. in
two dimensions.
Standard roughness parameters are: arithmetical
meandeviationof the profile (R"), ten point heightof
irregularities (R,), maximum height of the profile
(R**), maximum height of profile peak (Ro) and
profile bearinglenght ratio (tp).
Friction processesin the contact zone and contact
surface bearing depend on material arrangementin
their rough layers.The best descriptionof material
in rough layersis by curve of the profile
arrangement
bearing lenght ratio. This curve presentsgraphic
review of dependence
betweenprofile bearinglength
and profile level.
For measuring the roughnessprofile of sarnples
equipment Surftest 20I Mitutoyo in realized
experimentalinvestigationwas used.The measuring
note of samplesurfaceroughnessis shownin Fig. l.
Surfaceroughnesscan be successfullydefined with
microgeometry complex parameter A which is
calculatedby formula:
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where r is the meanradius of asperities,
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establishing frictional features of sliding pair
considerkinematic parametersand the way in which
the contactis being formed [a]. On basis of these,
laboratory apparatusfor estimation of friction and
wear parametersare made. Therefore, it is very
important that experimental samples represent, as
betteras possible,exploitationparts.
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Measuring of friction kinetic force is done without
problems considering the facts that process of
investigationis realized in long period of time anci
that this processcan be repeated.This w&!, the mean
value of friction coefficientcan be established,with
sufficientreliability.However,in staticfriction case,
establishingthe friction coefficientvalue is done in a
very short period of time at initial start moment of
sliding. The static friction force is tangential
resistanceforce which appearsduring the so called
boundary relative displacement. The relative
displacement precedes the
visible, macro
displacement.Because of this fact, static friction
force can be measuredonly in the moment of sliding
beginning for the reasonthat in next moment, after
sliding start,this value falls on friction kinetic force
value. This processis establishedby conditionso1'
forming microconnectionsand it has stohastical
(accidental)character.
Experimental model for establishing the static
friction coefficient, projected specially for this
investigation,is shown on figure 2. Basedon these,
the measuringtable was made and investigationwas
done with samplesin form of plates.
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Figure 2. Shematicrevie,,-of experimentalmodel
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Figure l. The measuring record of samplesurface
roughness,82 (milling) and 84 (polishing)
3. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
The frictional features of tribomechanical systems
are estimatedin laboratoryinvestisations.Models for
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The aim of the experiment was examining the
influence of the surface roughness on the static
friction coefficient. It was executedwith samplesin
plate form on the measuringtable which is specially
madefor this occasion(Fig. 3).
This measuring stand should enable conditions for
measuringvertical load values(F51)and longitudinal
force (Fa) which present friction force at the
beginning of the samples sliding. Beside forces,
sample movement should be measured also,
becauseit was necessaryto record force iust in the
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moment of the samplesmutual displacement.The
mentionedmethod, the measuredmechanicalvalues
by electricalmeansis used. This method is reliable
and respectedin modernmetrology.

they were made by different kind of machining.
Because of that, it is necessary to analyze
experimentalresults representingroughnessand the
way of machining effects. Complex parameter of
roughnesstakesinto consideration
the both factors.
Surfacesof experimentalsamplesin plate form were
machined by milling, lapping and polishing. The
roughnessparametervalues of samplesare shown in
Table l.
Table I. The roughnessparameter mean valuesoJ'
experimental samples
Machining

Figtrre3. Schematicreview of measuringstandfor
measurementof the staticfriction force
Diagram force-movement recorded in
the
experimentalprocesswith samplesin platesform is
shownon Fieure4.

Ru

R,

R**

A

Roughness
class

MILLING

Ittm] Ittm] Ittm]
3 . 8 4 22.5026.75 0.0172

LAPPING

0.28 2 . 5 9 3 . 3 20 . 0 0 5 1 N4/N5

N8

POLISHING 0 . 1 9 0 . 9 8 1 . 5 30 . 0 0 1 8 N3/N4
Consideringthe way of machining,the staticfriction
coefficient valuesare shown in Table 2. The graphic
presentationof these values is shown in Figure 4.
The static friction coefficient mean value in case of
milling surfacescontactis 37Vogreaterthan the value
in case of lapping surfacescontact and 507o greater
than the polishingsurfaces.
Table 2. The friction cofficient values considerittg
the way of machining
Machining

of plates sliding
Figure 4. Diagramforce - nxovement
process
The measuring equipment which was used in the
experimentis made by HBM Germany and it is of
high precisionclass.The computerunit with program
BEAM 3.1 is specially useful for measuring
mechanicalvaluesby electricalway.

4. INFI,UENCE OF THE CONTACT SURFACE
ROUGHNESS ON THE STATIC FRICTION
COEFFICIENT
In industrial practice is usual that the necessary
surface quality of mechanical parts is obtained
through the choice of machining regime. Surfaces
rvith different class of roughness (with different
values of R.) have different friction features.
Therefore,it can be seenthat surfaceswith the same
class of roughness,have different friction featuresif
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Total tests Max.
val ue
number

Min.
value

Mean
value

milling/milling

t1

0 . 12 5 8 0.0144 0.0928

milling/lapping

36

0.0984 0 . 0 6 3 8 0.0782

milling/polishing

38

0 . 1 0 2 0 0 . 0 5 7 6 0.0128

lapping/lapping

22

0.0769

0 . 0 51 7

lapping/polishing

43

0.088
r

0.0542 0 . 0 6 6 1

polishing/polishing

25

0.01n 0.0522 0 . 0 6 1 8

0,0616

Thus, the way of machining is a parameter with
important influence on the static friction coefficient.
The way of machining causes not only surface
roughness but arrangement of material in micro
region, and this alrangementis very important for
tribologicalprocesses.
The resultsof experimentalinvestigationassurethat
the static friction coefficient value increases ii
contact surfaceshave bigger roughnessparametars
1I,2,41.If the hardnessof solidsin contactare not the
same, the more important is the roughnessof the
hardermetal becauseasperitiesof the hardersltrfa"ce
plow the surfaceof the softermetal 11,2).
betweencomplex
of the dependence
The presentation
parameterof roughnessand staticfriction coefficient,
which is obtainedin experiment,isshownin Figure5.
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Figure 4. Thefriction coefficient values considering the way of machining
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Figure 5. Dependencebetweencomplexparameterof
roughnessA and the staticfriction cofficient

5. CONCLUSION
Contactsurfaceroughnesshas direct influenceon the
staticfriction coefficient.Generally,it can be assured
that the static friction coefficient increases with
surface roughness parameters. But, there is the
differencein static friction coefficient values in the
sameroughnessclass.This differenceis the resultof
the way the surfaceis machined.It is not same,in
tribological meaning,if surfaceswith same value of
roughness parameter Ru are manufactured for
exampleby milling or by turning. This differencecan
be successfully expressed by microgeometry
complexparameter.
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